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Talk overview

� Small drug design - state of the art for 
MD-aided drug screening and new drug 
discovery

� Find PPI blockers, re-define specificity
� Therapeutic peptides
� Other methods to explore protein 

dynamics – Normal Mode Analysis and 
Linear Response Theories



DRDOCKTM (LWY’s Tsai et al.2021): 
• A drug screening that integrates docking, AI-based ranking score 

and MD-refined bind free energy
• For the druggable site that has a cavity

BETWEENTM (LWY’s Lin.,2020):
• A drug screening that integrates docking, entropy-weighted contact, MD-

refined bind free energy
• For screening the binding interface 

CALLTM (LWY’s Yang et al. 2014; Li et al., 2017; 
Huang et al.,2019):
• An allosteric site predictor based on Linear 

response theory

Current pipeline in Yang’s lab to screen drugs
with protein dynamics accentuated

BETWEENTM
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Old drugs or 
leads that 
inhibit the 
target protein 
(oncogene)DRDOCKTM

X-ray + MD-
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AI ranking model based on different 
feature distributions between targeted 
FDA drugs and those are not

2000~4000+ 
FDA drugs
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MD

Docking
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https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.01.31.429052
https://hdl.handle.net/11296/2wm35m
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25229149
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28472330/
https://doi.org/10.1101/677617
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http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.113.6936&rep=rep1&type=pdf

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.113.6936&rep=rep1&type=pdf


Simulated Annealing
(Goodsell et al. 1990) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulated_annealing
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http://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/lectures/lecture-21.pdf

http://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/lectures/lecture-21.pdf


Genetic algorithm
(Morris et al. 1998)

General Coordinate System



Genetic algorithm



Genetic algorithm

3.Genetic operator : Mutation



Genetic algorithm

3.Genetic operator : Crossover



Step1. set initial temperature and use random number 
generator generate random molecular conformation
Step2. generate a new molecular conformation and 
calculate molecular conformation energy

Step3. Compare energy between previous(EA) 
and current (EB) conformations.

Step4. simulated annealing iterates over time 
until one of the termination criteria is met.
termination criteria: predetermined number of 
iterations, or termination temperature is reach.

Monte Carlo Sampling





Lamarckian genetic algorithm 

The local search method is adaptive, in that it adjusts the 
step size depending upon the recent history of energies: 

1.a user-defined number of consecutive failures, or 
increases in energy, cause the step size to be doubled

2.a user-defined number of consecutive successes, or 
decreases in energy, cause the step size to be halved

translational step size :0.2 A°
orientational and torsional step sizes :58°



Genetic algorithm

2. selection:

"!: the fitness of the individual 
The integer number of offspring

The fitness of the worst individual, or highest energy

< f  >: the mean fitness of the population
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Problems - affinity and specificity/selectivity
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(feature B)(feature B)

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.31.429052v4

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.31.429052v4


Find New Leads for EglN2 but not EglN1

19 4



New drug derived from combining fragments from 
on-target drugs and systemic drugs 

(100 times better than the best of the 80 compounds screened and 
provided by a leading AI-based drug discovery company)
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On-target drug efficiency

4 FDA drugs, A-X, A’’’-C, A*-D, 
A’’’-B, were screen out from 
DRDOCKTM to inhibit EglN2’s 
active site.

Immunoblotting assays showed 
A”-B is the best drug in 
molecular level.

Identify systemic drug

At the cellular level, A-X shows a 
strong tumor suppressor effect on 
breast ductal carcinoma (MCF7, 
T47D), but less on non-tumorigenic 
breast epithelial cell line (MCF10A).

New drug (A”-X) that 
integrates fragment A’’ from 
on-target drug (A’’-B) and 
fragment X from systemic drug 
(A-X) together also showed 
specific inhibition to EglN2 but 
not to EglN1 which share 70% 
sequence identity. Data are by courtesy of collaborator 

Prof. Q Zhang

Only ~400 nM of A’’-X 
can inhibit 50% of the 
breast ductal 
carcinoma.

The new drug integrate from on-target 
fragment and systemic fragments

IC50 ≤ 20 
nM

(Unpublished data, confidential)
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Using 
pharmacophors
analysis to add 
one functional 
group to boost 
the efficacy of 
Atomwise’s top 
compound 
(IC50=2500nM;
EC50>11,000nM)

Triple negative breast cancer 
cell line MDA-MB-231

Our new drug: 
IC50 = 50nM; EC50 = 200nM

By	the	end	of	next	year,	we	can	make	similar	design	with	a	bigger	database	in	10	days.
6	out	of	7	drugs/leads	we	screened/designed	were	effective,	while	Atomwise gave	1/80.

(Unpublished data, confidential)



EglN2 and the best FDA drugs were more prioritized in MD conformations 
than that with the x-ray one
As previously discussed with Figure 3, A”-B is the most inhibitory at the molecular level 
(with cell-free translation and Western Blot) and A-X is the most breast-cancer-
suppressive. The two drugs were prioritized by alternative conformations C0 and C1, 
where A-X is much favored in C1 conformation and A”-B is prioritized by C0 among a 
total of 2000+ FDA drugs.The ranking of the drug in EglN1 is only 129 higher than that 
using the EglN2 x-ray structure, when at least 400 higher is needed as the selection 
criterium. The second best EglN2 inhibitor, A*-D cannot be selected for a similar reason.
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Yet, evolution-imposed similarity for functional lives 
at molecular level makes off-target effects inevitable

Conventional thinking of the pharma:  
high affinity = specificity



Off targets of the
active site drug

Off targets of 
the allosteric drug

Off targets of 
the interface drug

FDA/Old drugs (and/or their fragments) are mostly safer, synthesizable, cell-penetrating

Specificity could be
conferred at the
overlapped region
of on/off-target 
effects. 





(Intramolecular) allosteric drugs

Intermolecular allosteric drugs

Active site inhibitors
Protein Interface blockers
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Off targets of 
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Active site inhibitors
Protein Interface blockers
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Synergistic effects (協同效應) by co-drugging 
active site and protein-protein interface 

for Cancer cure and SARS-CoV2 suppression
Inhibit ATG4B-LC3 interaction
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余靖 lab

from 陳韻晶 lab

from 陳韻晶 lab



from 張淑媛’s
NTUH P3 Lab



His 280
Asp 278

Billiard Ball Therapy

now industrialized into a service
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MD (sampling) à Docking à MD (binding affinity)
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MD (sampling) à Docking à MD (binding affinity)

Nvidia DGX A100
GPU: AI and MD
CPU: Docking
in a single node

AlphaFold2 (AI-based 
structure prediction)



Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs)



Therapeutic Peptide Design



Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs)

u It is a innate immune defensive system, which are wide spread
in bacteria to amphibians, insects, fish, plants, mammals, and 
even viruses.

� Almost the antimicrobial peptides (generally 12~50 residues) 
have the common properties : cationic and amphipathic

Nature Immunology 2001, 2, 1133



https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/macromolecules/proteins-and-amino-acids/

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/macromolecules/proteins-and-amino-acids/




Ø Nature,  Vol. 415, 2002 

Characteristics of  AMPs

Ø Trends in Biotechnology, Vol. 29, No. 9, 2011

$-helical

β-sheet

random coiled

uGenerally, 12~50 residues

u cationic and amphipathic
u diversity of secondary structures

(POPC)
(POPC+POPG)



~1.7 million alpha-helices

https://dyn.life.nthu.edu.tw/design

:

RL

https://dyn.life.nthu.edu.tw/design


W3-P2



Therapeutic Index 

=   MHC/MIC 

~= 80 times better 

than the original 

template AMPs. 







Step-
wise 

circular 
shuffling 

of 
antimicr

obial 
peptides

Restrain the peptide 
at -6 Å below P for 
5 – 10 ns (Sink)

weak force
Calculate ∆Gp = -kBT ln(<Ni>/<No>) 

PP P P P P P P

P P P P P P P P

Peptides are made 
into helical shape 

and equilibrated in a 
water box

PC:PG = 
3:1

W3-P2:    KKWLKWLKWLKKK

W3-201:  KWLKWLKWLKKKK

W3-202:  WLKWLKWLKKKKK 

W3-203:   LKWLKWLKKKKKW

W3-212:   KKKWLKWLKWLKK
!

Released and equilibrated 
for 25 – 35 ns (Surface)

US, Taiwan & China Patent : https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US192676438

(US Patent: US10810329B2)

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US192676438
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Calculate ensemble hydro-
phobic moment in PC space 

(Voon, 2021)

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US192676438
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Thank you.
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